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Abstract: IceCube, the world’s largest high-energy neutrino observatory, was built at the South Pole. It consists
of photomultipliers deployed 1.5-2.5 km deep into the Antarctic ice cap and detects the trajectory of charged
leptons produced during high-energy neutrino interactions in the surrounding ice. The surface air shower detector
IceTop located above IceCube can be used to veto the cosmic ray induced background in IceCube to measure
astrophysical neutrinos from the southern sky. The implementation of the IceTop veto technique and the impact on
different IceCube analyses are presented.
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1 Introduction and motivation1

A recent search for high-energy neutrinos in IceCube finds2

significant evidence for neutrinos of astrophysical origin3

in the region of several hundreds of TeV neutrino primary4

energy [1]. A statistically sufficient number of events and5

high reconstruction quality are essential to be able to do6

astronomy and measure the spectrum of those neutrinos.7

The main backgrounds for extraterrestrial neutrino detection8

are cosmic ray (CR) induced particles. One way to suppress9

these backgrounds in IceCube is to look at particles that10

traversed the whole Earth to shield CR induced muons. The11

disadvantage is that one measures not only astrophysical but12

also atmospheric neutrinos. At neutrino primary energies13

above a hundred TeV the Earth starts to get opaque. Thus14

analyses that look for cosmogenic neutrinos (E > PeV),15

find the major part of their signal above the horizon. Here,16

in the southern sky, the Earth cannot shield the charged17

particles; thus the CR muon background dominates the18

neutrino spectrum. CR induced air showers produce a large19

bundle of coincident secondary particles. Those particles20

can get detected at the surface with IceTop to veto the21

CR events. This proceedings describe improvements of the22

analysis to detect cosmogenic neutrinos in the energy range23

of 108−11 GeV by using the IceTop as a veto.24

2 IceCube and IceTop25

The search for high energy astrophysical neutrinos, that26

are believed to get produced in CR sources, and point27

back to the cosmic ray accelerators is one purpose of the28

IceCube Observatory [2]. Located at the South Pole, it29

consists of a surface air shower array IceTop [4], and a30

deep-ice Cherenkov detector (IceCube) with a more densely31

instrumented core in the center, called DeepCore. All three32

detector components use digital optical modules (DOMs)33

that contain a photomultiplier tube (PMT) in a glass sphere.34

They detect Cherenkov light emitted by relativistic charged35

particles passing through the ice. IceCube consists of 8636
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Fig. 1: Schematic view of the IceTop veto strategy for the
IceCube Observatory. If IceTop records hits consistent in
time with a hypothetical shower front the event is considered
to be a CR.

strings with 60 DOMs deployed between 1450 m and 245037

m depth, encompassing a volume of 1 km3 (see Figure 1).38

For the air shower detector IceTop, the optical modules39

are arranged in pairs of two cylindrical plastic tanks filled40

with clear ice. Each pair of tanks makes up one station, and41

is deployed above IceCube strings. The focus of IceTop42

is the detection of electrons and muons from cosmic ray43

induced air showers. The main science goal of IceTop is to44

reconstruct the energy, type, and direction of the cosmic ray45

primary particle.46

IceTop and IceCube can be combined to measure the47

electromagnetic and muonic component of the air shower48

on the surface and the high-energy muonic component in49

the deep ice, improving sensitivity to the composition of50
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Fig. 2: IceTop hit distribution relative to the expected air
shower front based on IceCube reconstruction. The closer
the IceTop tanks are relative to the shower axis the higher
the expected number of hits.

the cosmic rays [3]. An event in IceCube with coincident51

hits in IceTop is a clear evidence for an atmospheric muon52

bundle or a neutrino generated in a cosmic ray air shower. A53

charged lepton induced by an astrophysical neutrino should54

have only random coincident background hits in IceTop.55

Hence IceTop can be used as a veto for CRs to enhance the56

sensitivity for neutrino detection in IceCube.57

2.1 The IceTop Veto58

To use IceTop information to veto high-energy CRs in59

IceCube, a simple algorithm was implemented (Fig. 1).60

Based on the reconstructed shower axis for each IceCube61

event a flat hypothetical shower front is constructed. The62

time difference of the shower front to the hits in IceTop on63

the surface is calculated. Every hit in IceTop coincident with64

the predicted shower front, or up to 1µs later, is counted as65

a possible air shower correlated hit on-time. If the number66

of hits in IceTop exceeds the threshold, the event is vetoed.67

Figure 2 shows the hit frequency of events from 33.5 days68

of real IceTop data relative to the shower front. The veto69

efficiency weakens as the distance of the IceTop tank from70

the shower axis increases.71

Figure 3 shows the IceTop hit multiplicity at the on-72

time window of correlated hits (black horizontal points)73

and off-time window of uncorrelated events (red fast drop-74

ping points). The probability of accidentally vetoing an75

extraterrestrial neutrino-induced event (Pav) can be deter-76

mined from real data by dividing the number of events ve-77

toed in the off-time window over the total number of events.78

Number of IceTop Hits Fraction of Signal events
> 3 4×10−4

> 2 2.9×10−3

> 1 2.65×10−2

> 0 1.994×10−1

Table 1: Rejection probability for astrophysical neutrinos
given a number of IceTop hits in the off-time window.
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Fig. 3: Hit multiplicity of IceTop for events with more than
500 m distance of the closest tank to the shower axis. The
multiplicity of hits in the off-time window is steeply falling,
reducing the probability of removing a neutrino signal with
the veto.

Pav to veto an extraterrestrial neutrino with more than 279

IceTop hits, for example, is calculated to be smaller than80

3× 10−3 in a 1 µs time window. For more than 0 hits in81

IceTop, 20% of the neutrinos are rejected (Tab. 1).82

3 The IceTop Veto applied to current83

IceCube EHE analyses84

The search for cosmogenic neutrinos with IceCube [7] at-85

tempts to extract the neutrino signal from the CR back-86

ground by cutting in the parameter space of inclination and87

NPE. This, after some additional quality cuts (reconstruc-88

tion and size of the event in the detector), leads to a good89

separation. The CR background dominates the southern sky90

at lower NPE, while the cosmogenic neutrino signal clusters91

at high NPE at the horizon. Figure 4 shows that the island of92

expected cosmogenic neutrino signal from [6] at and above93

the horizon gets less and less inclined with increasing NPE.94

This is due to the correlation of NPE with the primary ener-95

gy of the corresponding neutrino. With increasing energy of96

the cosmogenic neutrinos, the cross-section increases too,97

such that neutrinos are reaching IceCube more and more98

vertically. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the CR back-99

ground as a function of inclination and NPE. Here we see100

that the CR background decreases with increasing NPE and101

inclination due to the absorption in Earth and the steep CR102

spectrum. The red dotted line indicates the cut in the current103

analysis without using the IceTop veto, which resulted in a104

3 σ discovery potential for cosmogentic neutrinos from [6].105

IceTop detects a large fraction of the CR background at106

high NPE (see Fig. 6). This IceTop information can be used107

to veto cosmic ray induced events in IceCube. The best108

CR veto efficiency for the extremely high energy neutrino109

detection analysis is found for a minimum number of IceTop110

hits in the on-time window lager than 2. It is divided in111

four inclination regions, cos(θ) > 0.75, 0.75 ≥ cos(θ) >112

0.5, 0.5 ≥ cos(θ) > 0.25, and 0.25 ≥ cos(θ) > 0, where,113

due to limited statistics, only the first three are used in114
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Fig. 4: Expected cosmogenic neutrino signal from [6] as
a function of reconstructed inclination and the number of
NPE detected in IceCube. Most of the signal is expected to
cluster at the horizon and get more vertical with increasing
NPE. The event rate is normalized to one year of IceCube
lifetime. The dashed line indicates the cut region without
IceTop veto. The solid line is the new cut including the
IceTop veto.

this analysis. Figure 6 shows the veto efficiency in the115

different inclination regions as a function of the number of116

photoelectrons (NPE) detected in IceCube. It was found that117

the veto efficiency gets worse with increasing inclination.118

This is mostly due to the increasing lateral distance of the119

air shower axis from the nearest IceTop tank. The statistical120

error on the veto efficiency is dominating the overall error.121

inclination Vbest stat. err. NPE
cos(θ)≥ 0.75 99.0% -2.0% +1% 104.6

0.75 > cos(θ)≥ 0.5 88.5% -6.5% +5% 104.7

0.5 > cos(θ)≥ 0.25 100% -24.0% +0% 104.7

0.25 > cos(θ)≥ 0.0 100% -100.0% +0% 104.5

Table 2: The highest veto efficiency Vbest for each inclina-
tion region including the statistical uncertainties and the
corresponding lower NPE limit above which the veto will
be applied.

Assuming that, with increasing light deposit in IceCube122

(higher NPE), the number of air shower particles that can123

get detected by IceTop will only increase, the veto efficiency124

determined for a given inclination region and NPE (Table125

2) can be applied to the events at higher NPE for a given126

inclination region. As no coincident IceTop and IceCube127

high energy cosmic ray CORSIKA [8] simulations are128

available, the IceTop veto results were applied to the signal129

and background simulations as a constant reduction factor130

in each inclination region above the NPE values for which131

the best Veto efficiency Vbest was found.132

Figure 5 shows the expected CR background from sim-133

ulation after applying the veto efficiency to the simulated134

data. The CR background is reduced due to the IceTop veto135
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Fig. 5: Expected cosmic ray background based on CORSI-
KA simulations after applying the IceTop Veto. The cosmic
ray background is thinning with increasing inclination and
an increasing NPE in IceCube. The event rate is normalized
to one year of IceCube lifetime. The thin line indicates the
cut region without IceTop veto. The solid line is the new
cut after IceTop veto. The expected number of events per
year are given in Table 3.

at high NPE compared to the older analysis [7]. The overall136

cosmogenic neutrino flux gets only reduced by 0.3% calcu-137

lated with Table 1. The remaining cosmogenic neutrino flux138

is shown as a function of NPE and reconstructed inclination139

in Fig. 4. Based the remaining CR background including140

the IceTop veto and the remaining signal, we recalculate the141

cut for a 3σ discovery potential on cosmogenic neutrinos142

from [6]. The solid lines in the Figs. 4, and 5 indicate the143

improved cut. Table 3 summarizes the expected cosmogenic144

signal and background. The overall improvement is about145

10%, mostly in the region above 10 PeV neutrino primary146

energy.147

inclination band NPE cut backgr./a signal/a
cos(θ)≥ 0.75 > 105.8 0.00739 0.0596
0.75 > cos(θ)≥ 0.5 > 105.8 0.0128 0.0797
0.5 > (θ)≥ 0.36 > 105.7 0.00534 0.0613
Σ all downgoing var 0.0255 0.201
0.36 ≥ (θ)≥−1.0 104.7 0.0472 0.903
Σ all inclination var 0.0727 1.104

Table 3: Table of the expected cosmic ray background and
cosmogenic neutrino induced signal/year after applying
the IceTop veto. The overall cosmogenic neutrino signal
that IceCube can detect increases from 1.01 without IceTop
to 1.104. The IceTop veto is improving the analysis in
the down-going region where the detectable signal almost
doubles from 0.11 to 0.2.

This leads to an improved all flavor cosmogenic neutrino148

sensitivity shown in Fig. 7. The systematic uncertainties149

are the same as those from the older analyses [7]. Figure 8150
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Fig. 6: IceTop hit veto efficiency. An event is vetoed if more
than 2 Hits are seen in the 1 µs on-time window. We see
the veto efficiency increasing with increasing light deposit
in IceCube (NPE). The best veto efficiency is found for the
most vertical showers.

shows the ratio of sensitivity and effective area before and151

after using the IceTop veto. The improvement is mostly in152

the region from 108−11 GeV neutrino primary, the region153

where most of the cosmogenic neutrino flux is expected.154

4 Summary and Conclusion155

Looking for coincident time hits in IceTop is a powerful156

tool to improve the ability to identify and ultimately filter157

high energy cosmic rays in current IceCube neutrino analy-158

ses. In current cosmogenic neutrino searches, the IceTop159

veto method is most effective in the energy region from160

108−11 GeV. This technique is also effective in reducing161

the background of point source analyses in the down going162

region [9]. The overall improvement for cosmogenic neu-163

trinos searches in IceCube is now about 10% by doubling164

the observable flux in the down going region. The IceTop165

veto efficiency was optimized using only 33.5 days of 79-166

string IceCube configuration. Adding more data will reduce167

the statistical uncertainties in the veto efficiency calculation168

and further enhance the veto power.169
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Fig. 7: Sensitivity of the cosmogenic neutrino search in
IceCube for different neutrino favors and its sum. The
sensitivity improved by 10% compared to the same analysis
without using the IceTop veto.
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Fig. 8: Relative change in all-flavor sensitivity (red line) and
effective area (blue line) for the cosmogenic neutrino search
in IceCube with and without IceTop veto included. The
sensitivity improves mostly in the neutrino energy region
from 108 GeV to 1011 GeV.
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